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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Aspire Technologies, Inc. Announces QuoteWerks Compatibility with GoldMine 
9.0 

ORLANDO, FL (PRWEB) August 31, 2010 — Aspire Technologies, Inc., a leading provider of sales 
quoting and proposal software solutions for the global small and mid-markets, announced compatibility for 
GoldMine 9.0 starting in QuoteWerks Version 4.5 Build 7.   
 
Headquartered in Pleasanton, CA the creators of GoldMine, FrontRange Solutions, offers a variety of 
products that are used by over 150,000 organizations worldwide.  QuoteWerks has been integrating with 
GoldMine since 1994 when it started utilizing the DDE API in GoldMine to pull in customer contact 
information into QuoteWerks from GoldMine.    
 
As QuoteWerks became more popular among GoldMine users, additional integration features were 
added based on requests from customers.  The integration’s progression enabled users to utilize more of 
the features available in GoldMine in conjunction with the quoting efficiencies of QuoteWerks.  
QuoteWerks was one of the first quoting and proposal application that enabled users to automatically 
create and update sales opportunities, schedule follow up calls, log sent emails in the history of GoldMine 
and more, without having to switch applications and remember to manually create these logs.  Thus, a 
more accurate and efficient sales process for users of both software products was created.   
 
“GoldMine was the first contact manager QuoteWerks integrated into using the API.  Maintaining 
compatibility with the latest GoldMine release is very important for QuoteWerks users.  A significant 
portion of QuoteWerks users continue to utilize the link between QuoteWerks and GoldMine and we 
remain committed to providing our users sustained compatibility into GoldMine so they may continue to 
benefit from the efficiencies that the integration offers”, says President of Aspire Technologies, Inc. John 
Lewe IV.   
 
In addition to supporting GoldMine 9.0 QuoteWerks remains backwards compatible with earlier versions 
of GoldMine including Premium Edition 8.5 and 8.0 and other versions of GoldMine.   
 
QuoteWerks Version 4.5 Build 7 is available for download from the QuoteWerks Update Page: 
http://www.quotewerks.com/updates/UpdateAgent.asp.     
 
 
About Aspire Technologies and QuoteWerks® 
Aspire Technologies, the creators of the award winning QuoteWerks® sales quoting software, is the leading provider 
of sales quoting software with its award winning QuoteWerks® application deployed to thousands of businesses and  
enterprises worldwide. QuoteWerks® integrates with leading CRM and accounting packages, along with IT  
distributors D&H®, Ingram Micro®, SYNNEX®, and Tech Data®, enabling businesses in all industries to integrate 
QuoteWerks® seamlessly into their existing environments.  Aspire Technologies is headquartered in Orlando, Florida 
and is a Microsoft Certified Partner.  For more information please visit www.quotewerks.com. 
 
QuoteWerks is a registered trademark of Aspire Technologies, Inc.  Other trademarks referenced are the property of 
their respective owners.   
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